education nation
the mission: enable access to high quality distance
learning solutions to all people globally. to support
learners and teachers during the crisis.
Estonia and several Nordic countries offer their digital
education solutions globally for free to support other
countries during the covid-19 crisis. the initiative was
started by Estonia, the leading education nation in
Europe (no 1. in PISA test in Europe), announcing to
share all of its digital education tools for distance learning
to support everyone tackling to cope with the changes.
the UN reported, over 800M children are affected with
schools closing. the initiative Education Nation has
spinned into a Nordic countries cause and the list of tools
(regularly updated!) has already 40+ different solutions
that are internationally available in English for free.
education-nation.99math.com

a call for all
Since the mission to share the knowledge took off, already 40+ Nordic EdTech companies have also
taken the initiative to share their services globally and they all do it for free! One country’s wish has quickly
spinned off to an international cause fueled by the private sector. The word has spread from Estonian
parliament to Shakira’s Twitter account (Yes, it is true! https://twitter.com/shakira) and back. We are on a
quest to raise awareness of remote learning tools to all of those 800 million students affected by the
current crisis.
Please support this initiative that is run by voluntary edtech enthusiasts fully voluntarily run organization to
reach all of those parents, students and teachers in need of better software for distance learning. It would
help us and everyone in this situation a great deal if You shared this message in Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and/or a blog. More information can be found on our web: http://educationnation.99math.com/
If You have any questions about the initiative or ideas how to help the cause, please get in touch directly:
Tõnis Kusmin, 99math CEO
educationnation2020@gmail.com

share the news
1) Already 40+ Nordic EdTech companies have joined
#Estonia’s initiative to offer their distance learning tools
for free during the covid-19 crisis, to support learners,
teachers and parents. You can find many cool and
useful tools from learning math to music, even for
creating augmented reality study materials. Share the
opportunity!
2) European solidarity at it's best - #Nordic countries put
their backs together and offer digital learning solutions
for free to other countries during the crisis. Really great
tools ranging from learning math to music and even
mental wellbeing.

Link to site HERE
Ministry of Education and Research press release HERE

the news was
re-tweeted
by Shakira
(@shakira)!

#educationnation #digitalsociety
#candospirit #stayhome #edtech

backers
+ the initiative is supported by Startup
Estonia and co-organized with the Ministry
of Education and Research, Estonian Union
of Educational Technologists, Good Deed
Education Fund, Innove, HITSA, and
Education Nation.
+ international partners include European
EdTech Alliance, European Parents'
Association, Nordic EdTech Forum - N8.
+ the initiative is run by 30+ volunteers and
education enthusiasts
education-nation.99math.com

